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Water content and distribution have important impacts on gas production in water-bearing
tight gas reservoirs. However, due to the structural and chemical heterogeneity of tight
reservoirs, the water phase exists in various states, which has complicated the analyses of
the effects of water characteristics on tight gas production performance. In this work, the
water phase is distinguished from immobile to mobile states and the term of constrained
water saturation is proposed. It is established that water can flow when the driving pressure
difference is larger than the critical driving pressure difference. A new theoretical model
of threshold pressure gradient is derived to incorporate the influences of constrained
water saturation and permeability. On this basis, a new prediction model considering the
varied threshold pressure gradient is obtained, and the result indicates that when threshold
pressure gradient is constant, the real gas production capacity of the reservoir will be
weakened. Meanwhile, a dynamic supply boundary model is presented, which indicates
that the permeability has a strong influence on the dynamic supply boundary, whereas
the impact of initial water saturation is negligible. These findings provide insights into
the understanding of the effects of water state and saturation on the threshold pressure
gradient and gas production rate in tight gas reservoirs. Furthermore, this study provides
useful guidance on the prediction of field-scale gas production.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, tight gas is one of the most important unconventional energy resources (McGlade et al., 2013; Szabó
et al., 2022). Meanwhile, tight sandstone reservoirs feature
strong heterogeneity (Afagwu et al., 2021; Gao et al., 2021;
Shilov et al., 2022), porosity that is usually less than 10%,
and permeability is less than 1 mD (Shar et al., 2016; Akilu
et al., 2021; Verdugo and Doster, 2022). Due to the influence
of low porosity, low permeability and strong inhomogeneity,
gas and water in these reservoirs are in a highly complex state
of distribution (Muskat and Meres, 1936; Zou et al., 2012).
Therefore, defining the characteristics of formation water
distribution and flow state will enhance the study of natural
∗ Corresponding

gas production rules. Based on the microscopic pore structure
and strong hydrophilicity of tight sandstone, formation water
is divided into two types: movable water and irreducible water
(Meng et al., 2016; El Sharawy and Gaafar, 2019; Mejia et
al., 2021). This classification approach only considers the flow
state of water, while the influence of pore throat size and
driving pressure on formation water is also important.
According to previous theoretical and laboratory studies,
fluid flow in tight gas reservoirs is no longer consistent with
Darcy’s law but conforms to the non-Darcy flow (Pertsin and
Grunze, 2004), with the threshold pressure gradient (TPG)
being one of the reasons for this consideration. The TPG
has been extensively studied as an important feature of non-
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Fig. 1. States of water phase existing at various stages in tight gas reservoirs. (a) Initial stage without driving pressure difference;
(b) Intermediate stage when the driving pressure is smaller than the critical driving pressure difference; (c) Immediate stage
when the driving pressure is larger than the critical driving pressure difference; and (d) Final stage when all of the movable
water and the constrained water have been displaced.

Darcy flow in tight gas reservoirs (Cai, 2014; Li et al., 2017;
Liu et al., 2020; Ning et al., 2020). In 1963, Miller and
Low (1963) performed numerous experiments on the seepage
of water in low-permeability porous media, and proposed
that the interaction between adsorption molecules and solid
molecules leads to the existence of TPG. Subsequently, Parda
and Civan (1999) modified Darcy’s law using the TPG. The
study by Zhu et al. (2011) showed that TPG increases with
the decrease of permeability or increase of water saturation.
Zeng et al. (2010) analyzed the influence of permeability and
fluid components on TPG using the steady pressure-velocity
method, and found that the power function is preferred for
the TPG. Yang et al. (2015) carried out an experiment while
combining the gas bubble method and the differential pressure
flow method to investigate the TPG and non-linear seepage
characteristics of a tight gas reservoir, and obtained the related
function, which considered the influence of water saturation.
Based on the study of factors affecting TPG, control equations
considering TPG were established in conjunction with the
specific conditions of the reservoir (Han et al., 2018), and
these equations have been widely used in well test analysis
(Guo et al., 2012) and production rate prediction (Imani et
al., 2022). Thus, for a more accurate evaluation of the gas
production capacity, it is necessary to consider the effect of
water saturation and permeability on TPG in the prediction
model of gas production performance.
Currently, there are three main methods for production
rate calculation: the analytical method (Zhu et al., 2021) and
numerical simulation (Zhao et al., 2020; Mahdi et al., 2021;
Chai et al., 2022). The analytical solution is characterized by
its computational simplicity, is suitable for solving steady-state
or proposed steady-state flow problems, and is more convenient for use in the field (Kong et al., 2020). However, the
analytical model has many assumptions and cannot consider
certain actual situations. The numerical simulation method
with commercial software can accurately describe the reservoir

and fluid properties and is suitable for simulating complex
flow characteristics. However, this method is computationally
intensive, and the main problem to be solved is to select a
suitable solution method and shorten the solution time. In this
work, the production prediction model and dynamic boundary
model of the water-bearing tight gas reservoir are solved based
on the analytical method.
TPG is generally considered as a constant term in the
calculation process, and the magnitude of its value is artificially set and is not necessarily accurate (Li et al., 2017).
Therefore, based on experimental data, the present study
redefined the different states of the water phase and derived
a new TPG model considering the water saturation and permeability. Subsequently, the effect of TPG on gas production
rate was evaluated. The findings improve the fundamental
understanding of fluid flow in unconventional reservoirs and
promotes the more accurate prediction of tight gas production
at the reservoir scale.

2. Predictive model for TPG in tight sandstone
2.1 Definition of water in different states
According to previous studies, the state of the water phase
in a reservoir is divided into movable water and irreducible
water (Taktak et al., 2011; Wang and Sheng, 2017). Herein,
based on the location of the existing water phase and the flow
conditions, the water phase is divided into movable water,
irreducible water and constrained water (Fig. 1). Water that
can flow within the pore space under any driving pressure
difference is defined as movable water (Hossain et al., 2011).
The resulting saturation is movable water saturation (Swm ).
Irreducible water is the water that is immovable under any
conditions, and the corresponding saturation is irreducible
water saturation (Swir ) (Durucan et al., 2014). The value of
Swir is constant. Constrained water constitutes the water that
can only flow when the driving pressure difference is larger
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than a critical value. The critical value is called critical driving
pressure difference (∆pcd ). The ratio of constrained water
volume to total water volume is defined as constrained water
saturation (Swc ).

2.2 Analysis of constrained water
The amplitude frequency distribution curve and cumulative
amplitude frequency distribution curve can be obtained by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Castro and Lupinacci,
2022). The porosity distribution curve can be acquired according to the amplitude frequency distribution curve; at the
same time, the core pores can be divided into large and small
pores according to the trough of the curve (Xin et al., 2022).
The cumulative porosity distribution curve can be obtained
from the cumulative amplitude frequency distribution curve;
thus, the cumulative water saturation curve can be derived.
Combining the porosity distribution curve and cumulative
porosity distribution curve, the movable water saturation curve
for large pores and the constrained water saturation curve for
small pores can be drawn (Li et al., 2021).
Zhang et al. (2020) performed gas drive experiments on
the cores after being fully saturated with water using different
driving pressures for 2 hours, and then measured the core
weight and performed NMR tests. According to the T2 spectrum curve, the B1 core had a T2 cutoff value of 29.67 ms and
the B2 core had a T2 cutoff value of 3.85 ms, and the residual
water saturation ranges from 73.64% to 55.03% for B1 and
77.13% to 69.73% for B2 when the replacement pressure is
increased from 0.2 to 8 MPa. Irreducible water saturation is
the water saturation at a repulsion pressure difference of 8
MPa and T2 correlation time of 10,000 ms, which gave an
irreducible water saturation value of 52.51% for core B1 and
68.42% for core B2. The residual water saturation minus the
irreducible water saturation will yield the constrained water
saturation at different driving pressures, the results are shown
in Fig. 2.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that permeability is inversely proportional to constrained water saturation. Based on the above
curve characteristics, the solution equation of constrained
water saturation can be obtained by the nonlinear regression
method, thus the constrained water saturation equation is
established empirically by Eq. (1).
Swc = A(k0 ) · ln (∆p) + B(k0 )
(1)
where k0 denotes the permeability, mD; A(k0 ) and B(k0 )
are the coefficients related to permeability; ∆p denotes the
pressure difference, Pa. The parameters A(k0 ) and B(k0 ) can
be calculated by:
A(k0 ) = ak0b
B(k0 ) = ck0d + e
where a, b, c, d and e are the coefficients.

(2)
(3)

2.3 TPG experiments and analysis
Four cores were selected from tight gas reservoirs in Ordos
Basin, China. The porosity and permeability of the cores were
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Fig. 2. Constrained water saturation as a function of gas
driving pressure for core with various permeabilities.

Table 1. The core properties.
Sample

Diameter
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Porosity
(%)

Permeability
(mD)

1#

2.550

3.606

15.16

9.02

2#

2.550

6.480

14.20

1.51

3#

2.538

5.056

13.11

0.687

4#

2.540

5.600

10.62

0.052

measured by a helium pycnometer (Mergia et al., 2010; Pan
et al., 2021) and the pressure decay method (Wu et al., 2020),
respectively, The core properties are shown in Table 1. As can
be seen in Table 1, the permeability of sample 1# and sample
2# were outside the range of tight gas reservoirs. These two
cores were selected to experimentally demonstrate the general
applicability of the subsequently derived TPG equation.
TPG was measured by the method of differential pressureflow (Dong et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019; Abdulkadir et al.,
2020). The TPG curves of cores with different permeabilities
and at different water saturations are shown in Fig. 3. TPG
increased with the increase of total water saturation and with
the decrease of core permeability.
Based on previous studies on TPG, mathematical models
analyzing the characteristics and laws of non-linear flow under
the TPG effect have been abundant (Guo et al., 2012; Wang
and Sheng, 2017). For the Sulige gas field, Yang et al. (2015)
combined the bubble method and differential pressure-flow
method and put forward the TPG equation affected by water
saturation and permeability. On the basis of the equation, Tian
et al. (2018) obtained the TPG equation that considers permeability, connate water and movable water from experimental
data. With the course of time, the constrained water is released
from the small pore space, the space for gas flow increases,
and the resistance to flow decreases. To accurately describe
the effect of constrained water saturation on TPG, by taking
the above equation and combining it with Eq. (1), the TPG
equation considering Swc and permeability can be obtained:
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Fig. 3. TPG curve under different water saturations.
−β

(4)
G = αk0 (Swi − Swc )γ
where G denotes the TPG, Pa/m; α, β , γ are coefficients; Swi
denotes initial water saturation, %.

3. Mathematical model and sensitivity analysis
of production
3.1 Model derivation

where kg denotes gas permeability, mD; µ denotes gas viscosity, Pa/s; r denotes distance from shaft, m.
The permeability varies with effective stress, which is
significant in tight gas reservoirs (Zhong et al., 2020). There is
a slippage effect in the gas flow (Li et al., 2018). Considering
this effect, as well as stress sensitivity and diffusion under the
influence of pressure, the permeability is corrected as:



g
3π f µD p
1+
(8)
kg = k0 eλ (pe − p̄) 1 +
16k0 p̄
p̄
where pe denotes initial reservoir pressure, Pa; p̄ denotes
average reservoir pressure, Pa; D p denotes diffusion coefficient
with pressure, m2 /s; λ , f , g are coefficients.
By substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (4), the following equation
is obtained:
−β

G = αk0 [Swi − A(k0 ) ln (∆p) − B(k0 )]γ
(9)
By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (7), the following seepage
differential equation is obtained:



kg ∂ p
−G = 0
(10)
− ∇ ρg
µ ∂r
Combining (10) with (6) yields:



Ts Zs ρgs kg
p ∂p
∇ ρg
−G = 0
(11)
Ps T
µZ ∂ r
Then, the pseudo pressure function is introduced:

3.1.1 Basic assumptions
The reservoir is horizontal, homogeneous, has equal thickness, and is isotropic. The fluid seepage process is isothermal
and does not consider the effects of gravity and capillary
forces. The porosity of the reservoir is constant. The gas reservoir contains water, the flow of water phase is discontinuous,
and no physical and chemical reactions occur between gas
and water. There is a slip effect on gas-phase seepage and
a stress sensitivity regarding the absolute permeability of the
reservoir. According to previous studies, TPG is a function of
water saturation and permeability.
3.1.2 Model formulation

m=2

Z ϕ
ϕ + G(r − rw )

dϕ
(12)
µZ
where rw denotes the radius of the wellbore, m; m is pseudo
pressure, Pa; ϕ = p − G(r − rw ).
The equation for the pseudo pressure distribution in polar
coordinates of the plane radial flow is:
ϕw

d2 m 1 dm
+
=0
dr2
r dr
The inner boundary condition:

(13)

r = rw , p = pw f
The outer boundary condition:

(14)

The continuity equation is:
− ∇ (ρg ν) = 0
(5)
3
where ρg denotes gas density, kg/m ; ν denotes gas flow rate,
m/s.
Under isothermal conditions, the density of gas is obtained:
Ts Zs ρgs p
(6)
ps T Z
where p denotes reservoir pressure, Pa; Ts denotes temperature
under standard state, K; Zs denotes gas compression operator
under standard state; ρgs denotes gas density under standard
state, kg/m3 ; ps denotes pressure under standard state, Pa; T
denotes formation temperature, K; Z denotes gas compression
operator.
The motion equation considering the TPG is:


kg ∂ p
−G
(7)
ν =−
µ ∂r
ρg =

r = re , p = pe
(15)
where pw f denotes the pressure of the wellbore, Pa; re denotes
the radius of the boundary, m.
By substituting Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) into Eq. (13), the
pressure distribution can be expressed as:
s
p=

p2w f + G2 (re − rw )2 +

p2e − p2w f − G2 (r − rw )2
ln re − ln rw

ln

r
rw

(16)

The production rate (q) in the matrix is as follows:
2
2
2
2
πkg hTs Zs ρgs pe − pw f − G (re − rw )
ps T
ln re − ln rw
where h denotes reservoir thickness, m.

q=

(17)

3.2 Dynamic pressure propagation in a tight gas
reservoir
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Table 2. Basic parameters in tight gas reservoirs.

3.2.1 Average reservoir pressure equation
The average reservoir pressure is calculated by the area
weighted average method:

Parameter

Value

Initial reservoir pressure (Pa)

25 × 106

Bottom hole flowing pressure (Pa)

5 × 106

Porosity (%)

20

Premeability (mD)

0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1

Initial water saturation (%)

80, 70, 60, 50

Gas viscosity (Pa·s)

2.7 × 10−5

Rock compressibility (1/Pa)

7 × 10−10

3.2.2 Dynamic pressure propagation law

Effective thickness (m)

15

Based on the material balance method, the cumulative
production rate is equal to the pore volume change within the
effective range of the tight reservoir (Zhu et al., 2011, 2016):

Radius of the boundary (m)

300

Radius of the wellbore (m)

0.1

1
2π prdr
(18)
A
where A denotes effective utilization area, m2 .
Using Eq. (18), the average reservoir pressure can be
obtained:
Z

p̄ =

s
p̄ =

2
G2 3r3 −5r2 rw +rrw2 +rw3 p2e − pw f −G2 (re −rw )2
p2w f +
+
6
r + rw
2(ln r−ln rw )

n

Z r

∑ Qt =

t=1

rw



r2(ln r2 −ln rw2 )
−1
r2 −rw2

2πrh [(ρg φ )i − (ρg φ )] dr


(19)

(20)

where Qt denotes production rate with time, m3 /s; φ denotes
porosity; subscript i denotes initial condition.
Solving Eq. (20) yields:
n

∑ Qt = πhφCt (r2 − rw2 )(pe − p̄)

(21)

t=1

where Ct denotes reservoir total compressibility, Pa−1 .
Based on the steady-state sequential substitution method,
the non-steady-state flow process is a sequential substitution
of steady states, and the difference in the steady state at
each time step is the supply radius. The specific steps are as
follows: Based on the material balance method, Eq. (17) and
Eq. (21) can be used to calculate the dynamic supply radius r
and the production rate q and Qt at time t; Then, the average
reservoir pressure p̄ can be calculated according to Eq. (19).
Start

Basic parameter setting

The radius of dynamic supply
boundary and the production rate

The average formation pressure

t = t +1
Update permeability, water saturation
and TPG

N

t ≥ Tmax

Y
End

Fig. 4. Workflow for water-bearing tight gas reservoir considering the effect of the TPG seepage model.

At the same time, Swc is modified by Eq. (1), TPG is modified
by Eq. (4), and kg is modified by Eq. (8); Subsequently,
the modified permeability kg and TPG are treated as known
parameters for the next time step, and the supply radius of
pressure propagation is calculated at the next time step and
iterated. The detailed workflow of this study is presented in
Fig. 4.

3.3 Sensitivity analysis of parameters
The basic parameters are shown in Table 2. These values
are all substituted into mathematical model to predict the
production rate and dynamic supply boundary.
3.3.1 Effect of TPG
In order to investigate the effect of TPG on gas production
performance, the gas production rate and cumulative gas production rate versus production time were plotted in Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b), respectively. If the TPG is considered as constant,
the value is 0.041 MPa/m (calculated by Eq. (6)), and the
gas production rate decreases from 5.85 × 104 to 4.35 × 104
m3 /d with the increase in production time from 0 to 2,000. In
contrast, if the TPG is not constant (calculated by Eq. (6)), the
gas production rate decreases from 5.85 × 104 to 4.89 × 104
m3 /d with the increase in production time from 0 to 2,000. It
is clearly seen that more than 11% and 6.44% difference in
the gas production rate and cumulative gas production rate
exist for a constant and a non-constant TPG, respectively.
The TPG is a parameter that varies with permeability and
water saturation. When the production time increases, the
permeability and water saturation decrease, thus TPG is a
variable parameter.
During the seepage of tight gas reservoir, affected by the
TPG, the pressure will not be transmitted to the reservoir
boundary instantaneously, but will gradually expand outward
with the passage of time, hence the pressure propagation
boundary is called dynamic supply boundary (Zhu et al.,
2016). As shown in Fig. 6, when the TPG is constant, the
dynamic supply boundary propagates to 112 m after 2,000
days, and when the TPG changes with the production time,
the dynamic supply boundary propagates to 122 m after 2,000
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Fig. 5. (a) Gas production rate and (b) cumulative gas production as a function of production time in tight reservoirs.
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dynamic supply boundary propagation distance and reduce the
supply area (Fig. 7(d)), such that the production will dwindle
with the decrease of permeability.
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Fig. 6. Dynamic supply boundaries in tight reservoirs at
different permeabilities.

days. The calculated result shows that, if the TPG is considered
as constant, the utilization area is small.
3.3.2 Effect of permeability
The influence of permeability (0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25
mD) on the gas production rate during the natural energy
development process was simulated over a period of 2,000
days. As can be seen from Fig. 7, as the permeability decreases
uniformly from 0.25 to 0.1 mD, the production rate curve
progressively decreases (Fig. 7(a)), with this trend, the decline
rates of cumulative gas production rate for 2,000 days are
2.44%, 3.7%, and 6.75%, respectively (Fig. 7(b)). When
the permeability is less than 0.15 mD, the gas production
decreases significantly. According to the previous analysis
of TPG, decreased permeability leads to reduced porosity,
lowered proportion of large pores in the core and increased
proportion of small pores (Chen et al., 2020), resulting in an
increase in TPG (Fig. 7(c)). This will increase the resistance
to gas flow, reduce the gas transport performance, shorten the

The influence of initial water saturation (80%, 70%, 60%,
and 50%) on the gas rate during the natural energy development process was simulated over a period of 2,000 days.
As can be seen from Fig. 8, when the initial water saturation
decreases uniformly from 80% to 50%, the gas production rate
curve decreases, which effect mainly occurs before 1,500 days
(Fig. 8(a)) and the cumulative gas production rate decrease is
1% over 2,000 days in all these cases (Fig. 8(b)). The effect
of initial water saturation on gas production rate mainly takes
place in the intermediate stage during production. High initial
water saturation inhibits gas flow in the pore space (Fu et al.,
2022), and the water phase in porous media forms a continuous
water film on the pore walls, reducing the effective gas flow
space. This corresponds to a reduction in gas permeability
and an increase in fluid flow resistance, subjecting the greater
TPG during flow (Fig. 8(c)), and making the TPG vary
considerably between the pre-production and mid-production
periods, similar to the variation in production rate. At the same
time, although initial water saturation has an obvious effect
on gas production, it has little effect on the dynamic supply
boundary (Fig. 8(d)).

4. Conclusions
Based on the results presented above, the following conclusions are drawn:
1) The further delineation of the water state in a tight gas
reservoir is as follows: movable water, irreducible water
and constrained water. The relationship of constrained
water saturation and permeability with critical driving
pressure difference was proposed. Then, a prediction
equation for the variable TPG considering the constrained
water saturation was developed.
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Fig. 7. Production under different permeabilities. (a) Effect of permeability on production rate; (b) Effect of permeability on
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2) A production prediction model considering variable TPG
was established. With the development time, the TPG
decreases, the gas production rate is 11.11% larger, and
the cumulative gas production rate is 8.33% greater
than when the TPG is constant. In the latter case, the
calculation results demonstrate a weaker gas production
capacity of the reservoir than the actual scenario.
3) The dynamic supply boundary model considering the
variable TPG was obtained. It was found that the permeability has a great influence on the dynamic supply
boundary, on which the initial water saturation has almost
no influence. Therefore, the reservoir should be fractured
at the early stage of production development to increase
the permeability and reduce the initial water saturation at
the same time.
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